The name Unity was chosen for a reason.

We focus on unifying elements for the better — better relationships, better turnaround, and better products to ensure the success of our customers.

*Our name depends on it.*

Our Story

Ron Van Essen began his new manufacturing company in 1969. For almost 50 years, Unity Tool has grown into a precision-driven, customer-focused, global contract manufacturing company, assisting customers to reach the pinnacle of manufacturing excellence.

*At Unity Tool, we go miles beyond simply machining.*

- Quality and performance are brought together in each project, delivering success every time.

- Customers’ ideas and product goals are joined with our expertise to form the end product.

- Dedicated staff, state-of-the-art equipment, and modern facilities combine forces with validated processes.

- An emphasis on delivering quality brings the customer and Unity together, creating highly-valued relationships based on trust and honesty.
Manufacturing everything from simple parts to complex assemblies, Unity has worked with diverse industries around the world.

*Emphasizing quality, precision, and timely delivery, we are committed to delivering a product that is to print, every time.*

We have years of experience working with the following markets:

- **Medical Implants**
- **Medical Instruments**
- **Commercial & Industrial**
- **Aeronautics**

At Unity, quality is the top concern. Every step of the way, our staff and internal processes ensure that your order will be done to your specifications.

*We build success together, to deliver positive outcomes, every time.*

Unity works under our ISO 9001:2015 and 13485 Certifications. We operate on specialized equipment with validated processes, utilizing IQ, OQ and PQ to ensure consistent, quality-driven work.
Here’s How:

**DESIGN ANALYSIS & ESTIMATE**
Unity reviews your print and the details of your project, and offers an estimate.

**CONTRACT REVIEW / ORDER DETAILS**
Our team of engineers, designers, and managers weighs in on your project and collaborates on a composite plan. You review, discuss details with us during the Design Transfer, and we set to work.

**PROJECT LAUNCH**
Once your plan is confirmed, materials are ordered and the project is released to the floor.

**PRODUCTION**
Your pieces begin production in our state-of-the-art facility, and go through inspection processes every step of the way.

**QUALITY CONTROL**
Unity’s Quality Management System focuses on on-time delivery, zero defects, and customer satisfaction with each project.

*Let Unity Tool show you how it’s done.*
*You’ll soon see that “Building Success Together” is not just a slogan... here, it’s a reality.*

*unitytool.com*